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Hotel Resort Marina 
Frapa

Address: Uvala Soline 1
City: Rogoznica
ZIP code: 22203
Country Croatia
Phone +385 22 55 99 47
marketing@marinafrapa.hr 

No of rooms 

41
No of halls 

2
NAJVEĆA SALA 

500
Location
30 minutes from Airport Resnik, Trogir
1 hour from Split
30 minutes from Šibenik
1 hour from Zadar

Surrounding
Sea side

Facilities
WiFi
Restaurant
Open pool
Open parking lot
Covered game courts
Opened game courts

About us
Hotel Resort Marina Frapa is open throughout the year; the air-conditioned 
accommodation units are equipped according to the latest standards.
The spacious sun-drenched balcony allows you to enjoy the beautiful sunset.
It offers 34 rooms with lobby, bathroom and terrace 7 apartments with lobby, living 
room, bedroom and bathroom

Accommodation
Hotel resort marina Frapa offers 34 double rooms, which can be used as single and 
triple room. Also it offers 7 double or triple suits.

Conference capacities
Two conference rooms are available at the Marina Frapa. The halls are air-conditioned 
and designed to provide the highest level of comfort and functionality.
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U 
SHAPE

T 
SHAPE CLASSROOM BOARDROOM SQUARE THEATER CABARET BANQUET COCKTAIL TOTAL 

m2 W x L x H

Congress hall 100 100 300 120 - 500 - 290 500 420 24 x 17 x

Meeting room - - - 20 - - - - - - -

* Capacities by halls for different seating styles

The big conference hall is located near the pool and the sports center with a wonderful 
view of the natural phenomenon lake Zmajevo oko (the Dragon's Eye) on one side, 
and with a view of the marina island, on the other side. It is equipped with the latest 
audio-visual equipment that will satisfy and most probably exceed all your 
expectations.

There is also a gallery in the foyer, which is perfect for a coffee break or various 
exhibitions and presentations.

Additional facilities
Laundry, currency exchange, gym, nightclub

Technical equipment
Projector
Projection canvas
Integrated sound system
movie heads
portable sound system

Location
Hotel Resort Marina Frapa is located in the heart of Dalmatia, between Split (1 h) and 
Sibenik (30 min). Nearest airport Resnik, Trogir is 30 minutes away by car and Zadar 1 
hour by car.

GPS coordinates
15.960291 (Dužine / Longitude)

43.531865 (Širine / Latitude)


